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Precise and efficient mapping of epigenetic markers on DNA may

become an important clinical tool for prediction and identification

of ailments. Methylated CpG sites are involved in gene expression

and are biomarkers for diseases such as cancer. Here, we use the

engineered biological protein poreMycobacterium smegmatis porin

A (MspA) to detect and map 5-methylcytosine and 5-hydroxymethyl-

cytosine within single strands of DNA. In this unique single-molecule

tool, a phi29 DNA polymerase draws ssDNA through the pore in

single-nucleotide steps, and the ion current through the pore is

recorded. Comparing current levels generated with DNA containing

methylated CpG sites to current levels obtained with unmethylated

copies of the DNA reveals the precise location of methylated CpG

sites. Hydroxymethylation is distinct from methylation and can also

be mapped. With a single read, the detection efficiency in a quasir-

andom DNA strand is 97.5 ± 0.7% for methylation and 97 ± 0.9%

for hydroxymethylation.

nanopore DNA sequencing | DNAmethylation | DNA hydroxymethylation |
nanotechnology | next generation sequencing

DNA is often referred to as the “blueprint for life,” but there
is more to the code than DNA sequence alone. Epigenetic

factors (1) govern the blueprint’s transcription and translation
into protein. There is a rapidly growing interest in understanding
these epigenetic factors (2).
The most common epigenetic DNA modification is the

methylation of cytosine leading to 5-methylcytosine (mC) (Fig.
1A). In mammals, most genetically relevant cytosine methyl-
ations occur in C-G dinucleotides (CpG). Methylation is asso-
ciated with gene regulation and therefore has implications for
cell development (3), aging, and diseases such as cancer (4–7).
Further oxidation of the methyl residue results in 5-hydroxy-
methylcytosine (hC) (Fig. 1A). Because of its relatively recent
discovery in mammalian tissue (8, 9), the function of hC is less
well explored. However, there is indication that it also has a role
in regulation of chromatin structure and gene expression (10, 11).
Unlike DNA sequence, methylation patterns are tissue specific
and change over the life of an organism as it develops or is ex-
posed to certain chemicals (11) and environmental conditions
(12). In some cases, these changes are heritable through multiple
generations (12).
Because ofmethylation’s proven link to gene expression, precise

methylation mapping may yield more pertinent information to
research and ultimately to clinical diagnosis (6) than sequencing
the standard four bases alone. Clinical uses will require fast, in-
expensive, and reliable detection methods to map methylation.
Because methylation patterns vary between cells (13), it is pref-
erable to use small, native, unamplified DNA samples, making
this task suitable for single-molecule techniques.
Currently available techniques for mapping of DNA methylation

include the following: bisulfite sequencing, methylation-specific
enzyme restriction, affinity enrichment, and various single-molecule
techniques. In bisulfite sequencing, all unmethylated cytosines
are converted to deoxyuridine. Converted samples are amplified,
sequenced, and compared with unmodified sequence information.
Converted Cs become Ts in the amplified DNA, whereas mCs

remain unchanged. Conditions required to bring this conversion
close to 100% completion cause DNA damage by fragmentation
(14). Conventional bisulfite sequencing cannot differentiate
between mC and hC (15). Oxidative bisulfite sequencing (16, 17)
can distinguish between mC and hC; however, this assay has sig-
nificant sample losses with only 0.5% of the original DNA frag-
ments remaining intact (16). In methylation-specific enzyme
restriction, proteins recognize and cut DNA strands at mCs, and
subsequent sequencing and alignment of the strands to the known
genomic sequence reveal the locations of the mCs (18, 19). This
technique works for broadly spaced mCs but lacks sensitivity for
densely packed mCs (14). Affinity enrichment assays are bulk assays
and are unable to resolve mCs with nucleotide precision (20).
Single-molecule real-time sequencing (SMRT) (21) exploits

polymerase incorporation kinetics to detect methylation while
also sequencing via fluorescently tagged dNTPs. When encoun-
tering a mC, a polymerase pauses longer on average to incorporate
deoxyguanosine triphosphate than when it encounters an unme-
thylated C (22). The durations of the pauses are stochastically
distributed, and the change in kinetics caused by mC is subtle (22,
23). Thus, detection requires averaging over dozens of reads,
complicating methylation detection. Recently, nanochannels have
been used as nano-Coulter counters to measure the correlation
between DNA methylation and certain histone modifications for
single chromatin molecules (24). This method lacks single-
nucleotide resolution.
Nanopore sequencing (25–28) is an emerging single-molecule

technique that has shown promise for simultaneous DNA
sequencing and methylation detection (28–31). In nanopore
sequencing, a thin membrane containing a single nanometer-
sized pore divides a salt solution into two wells, cis and trans. A
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voltage across the membrane causes an ion current through the
pore and also drives DNA into the pore. As the DNA passes
through the pore, the nucleotides at the narrowest section of the
pore modulate the ion current. In principle, one can determine
the identity and sequence of the nucleotides from the current
recording (32). Solid-state nanopores have been used to detect
the bulk presence of mC and hC in double-stranded DNA
(dsDNA) (30). Recently, solid-state nanopores were also used to
detect dsDNA complexed with methyl-binding proteins and
thereby indirectly measured the approximate location of in-
dividual methylation sites (31). Experiments with ssDNA held
statically in biological pores have distinguished C, mC, or hC
directly (28, 29).
Previously, we used phi29 DNA polymerase (DNAP) to draw

ssDNA through a mutated Mycobacterium smegmatis porin A
(MspA) protein pore (33) in single-nucleotide steps (Fig. 1B).
This yielded resolved current levels (Fig. 1C) that could be as-
sociated with the DNA sequence (32). Here, we show that this
system directly detects and maps mC and hC along single mole-
cules of ssDNA with single-nucleotide resolution.

Results

We measured current traces for methylated, hydroxymethylated,
and unmethylated DNA passing through the pore. The effect of
methylation on the ion current can be seen by comparing the
current level sequence from reads of methylated DNA with the
current level sequence from reads of unmethylated DNA of
the same sequence. The single methyl group on a mC increases
the current relative to unmethylated C. This increase persists for
several current levels as the DNA passes through the pore. Fig. 2
A and B show raw current traces for unmethylated and methyl-
ated DNA, respectively. See SI Appendix, Fig. S2, for additional
raw current traces. The extracted average current levels are
shown in Fig. 2C for unmethylated (methylated) DNA in black
(red). As in Manrao et al. (32), these current level sequences are
aligned to their DNA sequence (shown below Fig. 2C). The dif-
ference between the methylated and unmethylated current level
sequences (Fig. 2D) isolates the effect.

We investigated eight different DNA sequences each with
multiple CpGs. We compared several reads of unmethylated
DNA to reads of methylated and hydroxymethylated DNA.

Fig. 1. Methylated cytosines and schematic setup. (A) Chemical structure of cytosine (C), 5-methylcytosine (mC), and 5-hydroxymethylcytosine (hC). (B) Schematic
of a typical MspA–phi29 DNA polymerase (DNAP) experiment. MspA (in blue) is a membrane protein embedded in a phospholipid bilayer. A voltage across the
membrane causes an ion current to flow through the pore. We use phi29 DNAP (in green) to feed DNA through the pore in controlled, single-nucleotide steps
(see SI Appendix, Fig. S1 for DNA configuration used in phi29 DNAP experiments). (Inset) The short and narrow constriction of MspA concentrates the ion current
to resolve the relatively small differences between C, mC, and hC. (C) A typical current trace of DNA being pulled through MspA by phi29 DNAP in synthesis mode
(Materials and Methods). As the DNA moves through the pore in single-nucleotide steps, one observes clearly discernible current levels that are associated with
DNA sequence. The level duration is stochastic.

Fig. 2. Methylation detection. (A and B) Segments of raw current traces. Ion
current changes as DNA passes through the pore in single-nucleotide steps.
Average current values for each current level are shown in black or red. The
traces shown in A and B are for DNA with identical nucleotide sequence. The
current trace shown in A contains a single unmethylated CpG site, whereas
the trace in B contains a single mCpG. (C) Extracted average current values
from each level in A in black and B in red. The stochastic duration of current
levels has been removed so that the DNA base sequence can be aligned to the
observed current levels. The DNA sequence is shown below with the modified
C indicated in red. (D) Current difference plot. The current levels obtained with
methylated DNA were subtracted from the current levels obtained with
unmethylated DNA. The effect of a single mCpG causes an ion current increase
that persists over approximately four steps of the DNA through the pore. The
magnitude and shape of the current difference is determined by the nucleo-
tides adjacent to the methylated C (Figs. 3 and 4).
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Fig. 3 shows the average current level differences for 20 or more
single-molecule comparisons for four different DNA constructs.
Across all such comparisons, we observed that mC consistently
increases current relative to C, whereas hC generally decreases
current relative to C.
The current difference caused by a mC or a hC is strongly af-

fected by the sequence context in which it is embedded. In
particular, the nucleotides immediately adjacent to a mC or hC
have the greatest influence on the size and shape of the current
difference. We varied the nucleotide on the 5′ side and chose to
keep the nucleotide on the 3′ side of the C fixed as a G because
of the biological relevance of CpG sites. In exploratory experi-
ments, we found that the nucleotide two positions to the 5′ side
of the modified cytosine had a bigger influence than the nucle-
otide two positions toward the 3′ side, which had a lesser effect
(SI Appendix, Fig. S11). Therefore, we measured all 16 two-nu-
cleotide combinations of the form XYCpG, where X and Y
represent A, C, G, or T. We performed experiments with 115
MspA pores, using 22 different DNA constructs each containing
several CpG regions. These CpGs were either unmethylated
(CpG), methylated (mCpG), or hydroxymethylated (hCpG). In
total, we analyzed 814 translocation events that contained full
reads of the given DNA strand. These events contained a total of
2,857 passages of various CpGs through the pore (strand-specific
statistics can be found in SI Appendix, Table S1).
Results for all 16 XYmCpGs and XYhCpGs are summarized in

Fig. 4. The maximum difference is up to 7 pA depending on
sequence context. On average, the maximum difference caused
by mC is ∼2.5 pA (Fig. 4A, Bottom Right). Previously we found
that four nucleotides within MspA’s constriction affect each
current level (Figs. 1B, Inset, and 5), with the two nucleotides
centered in the pore’s constriction affecting the current the most
(28, 32). Here, we also find the replacement of C for mC or hC
affects approximately four consecutive current levels. The current
difference is maximal when the mC is positioned immediately to
cis of the constriction and the shape of the difference peak
exhibits skewness.

Current differences due to hC are more complex than differ-
ences due to mC. Typically, when hC is centered within MspA’s
constriction, the difference is −2 to −1 pA. In some cases
(GGhCpG, AAhCpG, AThCpG, TGhCpG, and CAhCpG), the
current difference includes some levels with positive difference.
The differences associated with some sequence contexts are
small, with only ∼1σ differences per level. Averaging over all
sequence contexts (Fig. 4B, Bottom Right), the difference reaches
a negative peak when the hC is near the cis side of the con-
striction. The locations of maximal difference caused by mC and
hC differ by ∼1 nt. Average difference patterns for both mC and
hC map out a single, sharp recognition site within MspA’s con-
striction (Fig. 1B, Inset). All current profiles caused by hC are
very distinct from current profiles caused by mC within the same
sequence context. (Data from which plots in Fig. 4 are derived
are available in SI Appendix, Figs. S3–S9.)
The schematic in Fig. 5 shows how sequence context de-

pendence arises. MspA’s cross-section is shown in blue, and
orange shading indicates the region of high electric field.
Nucleotides within the region of high electric field affect the ion
current. As mC or hC pass through the pore, their location rel-
ative to the pore constriction determines how much they affect
the current. All nucleotides within the high-field region of the
constriction will influence the current, and therefore alter the
influence of a mC and hC modification. Apart from the two
nucleotides positioned immediately to the 5′ of the CpG, the
nucleotide to the 3′ of the CpG is also relevant, albeit to a
smaller extent. For example, when a T follows the CpG, as in
TGmCpGT, the 3′ side of the current difference peak caused by
mC is reduced (Fig. 4). Ultimately, a wider sequence context will
need to be measured for high-precision MspA-based methylation
detection. However, the data in Fig. 4 demonstrate that the four
nucleotides X, Y, C, and G dominate the magnitude of the
current difference caused by mCpG and hCpG (SI Appendix,
Fig. S11).
We also investigated the effect of several mCpGs near one

another. Fig. 6B shows a construct with several modified Cs

Fig. 3. Differences in the ion current level sequences taken with DNA containing methylation (hydroxymethylation) and DNA without methylation. (A and B)
Current differences [∆I = Imeth – Iunmeth; in red, where Imeth (Iunmeth) is the average current for at least 20 reads of methylated (unmethylated) DNA] obtained
with two DNA strands each containing three methylated CpG sites, indicated by red letters in the associated sequence. X is an abasic site. The methylated
positions are marked by a significant current increase that persists over approximately four steps of the DNA through the pore. The amplitude and shape of
the current difference depend on the nucleotides adjacent to the mC. In regions containing no methylation, current differences are insignificant. (C and
D) Current difference obtained with two DNA strands each containing three hCpG sites [∆I = Ihydroxy − Iunmeth; in blue, where Imeth (Iunmeth) is the average
current for at least 23 reads of hydroxymethylated (unmethylated) DNA]. In most cases, hC results in a small reduction in current, although the magnitude
of the current difference is less than observed for mC. In a few cases, hC results in a current increase. Error bars are the observed SD for single-molecule reads
of methylated DNA and indicate the variation in single-molecule reads. The gray boxes along the x axis are the SDs for reads of unmethylated DNA. See SI

Appendix, Table S1, for exact numbers of events.
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spaced only five nucleotides apart. The current difference peaks
associated with the four mCs and two hCs are still easily distin-
guishable. When two or three mCpGs are immediately adjacent
to one another, as in Fig. 6C, the difference peak is wider and
higher than the signal for just one mCpG within the same con-
text. Placing a hCpG immediately adjacent to a mCpG (Fig. 6D)

reduces the signal of the nearby mCpGs. The signal is approxi-
mately a superposition of the individual mC and hC signals.
Using the current differences shown in Fig. 4, we implemented

a simple Bayesian probability methylation detection algorithm.
We compared three consecutive current differences from single-
molecule measurements to the current difference patterns in Fig. 4
(Materials and Methods and SI Appendix). We used this algorithm
to call C, mC, and hC at known CpG sites. We found a mCpG true-
positive detection rate of 97.5 ± 0.7% and a hCpG true-positive
detection rate of 97.0 ± 0.9%. The true-negative detection rate for
unmethylated CpGs was 98.4 ± 0.6%. Many XYmCpGs, such as
AAmCpG, were always properly called. Methylated sites with
smaller current differences, such as CTmCpG and TCmCpG, were
detected with lower accuracy: ∼86% and ∼88%, respectively (see
SI Appendix, Table S1, for individual context-dependent detection
rates). As one would expect based on the comparatively smaller
current differences shown, hC true-positive rates were lower than
for mC. In all sequence contexts, mC was distinct from hC; mCpGs
were miscalled as hCpGs in 3 out of 478 occurrences, whereas
hCpGs were never miscalled as mCpGs in 609 reads.
Current differences are also effective in locating mCpG sites

relative to one another without using our prior knowledge of the
DNA sequence. Current level sequences of DNA containing CpG
sites were aligned via Needleman–Wunsch alignment (32) to cur-
rent level recordings of unmethylated DNA. We searched for
methylation sites within the current difference betweenmethylated
event traces and an unmethylated consensus using a peak detection
algorithm. Detecting a mC within two nucleotides of its known
position was considered a true-positive detection.We found a true-
positive detection rate of 92.7% for mC and a true-negative rate of
99.1% for all unmethylated regions. In this method, true negatives

Fig. 4. DNA sequence context changes the current difference pattern when a modified cytosine replaces a cytosine at a CpG site. Shown are the current
difference patterns caused by the sequence XYmCpG in A or XYhCpG in B, where X and Y are any of the four nucleotides A, C, G, and T. The rightmost column
and bottom row of each figure display the current differences averaged over the nucleotides X or Y, respectively, and the bottom right box displays the
average current difference for all studied sequence contexts. Both the amplitude and the shape of current difference change with sequence context. (A) The
maximum difference reaches 7 pA for AAmCpG and is only 1–2 pA when XY contains a thymine. The average maximum difference is ∼2 pA. The number of
levels showing a significant current difference varies from 3 to 5. The difference is maximal when the mC is immediately above the constriction and the
distribution is skewed. (B) Current deviations due to hC are more complex. Generally, when the hC is centered within MspA’s constriction, the difference is −2
to −1 pA. However, some contexts involve positive differences. The differences associated with sequences containing XThCpG, XAhCpG, AYhCpG, and CYhCpG
are small, with only ∼1σ differences. As seen for mC, difference patterns caused by hC involve between 3 and 5 levels and are also skewed. The average
difference patterns due to mC and hC are similar; both difference patterns map out a single tight recognition site within MspA’s constriction (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Spatial methylation sensitivity of MspA. Schematic cross-section of
MspA with mC held just above (A) and just below (B) MspA’s constriction.
Orange shading indicates the region of higher electric field within MspA. (A)
When mC is cis of the constriction, it is in a high field region and it modulates
the ion current. Other nucleotides that are also within the high field region
determine the magnitude of the mC-specific signal. (B) When mC is trans of
the constriction, it is outside the high field region and no longer affects the
current.
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included non-CpG regions in addition to CpGs tested above,
resulting in a higher true-negative detection rate than in the
method described in the preceding paragraph. Rates from these
two methods are not directly comparable. In another sequence-
independent technique, we used a Bayesian classification measure
to find mCs, yielding similar detection efficiencies (SI Appendix).
mC detection without reference to DNA sequence is useful for
hypermethylation or hypomethylation detection and is compara-
ble to other nanopore methylation detection techniques (30, 31).

Discussion

We have shown that MspA-based nanopore sequencing can lo-
cate DNA methylation sites with near unity efficiency. In this
work, we compared single reads of DNA molecules containing
mCpGs and hCpGs to measured current references acquired with
unmethylated DNA of the same sequence. We found that mC
and hC have distinct current signatures. We expect our detection
probabilities to be reasonable estimates for mC and hC detection
in genomic DNA because the constructs studied simulate a het-
erogeneous sequence. Although mC is distinct from both C and
hC, confident detection of mC and hC in some contexts may re-
quire repeated reads. The nanopore strand sequencing method
used in this work produces a second read of the same DNA
molecule (32) (Materials and Methods). Using this second read
will improve calling accuracies. In contrast to other mC and hC
detection techniques that rely on mC-specific chemical reactions
and/or enzymatic kinetics, our system detects the methylation
directly. Unlike single-molecule detection via SMRT (22, 34),
the methylation signal in MspA-based nanopore sequencing is
carried in the primary signal: the ion current. Polymerase ki-
netics (22) may be used as an additional indicator of modified
bases in our method.
As was seen previously (32, 35), the phi29 DNAP exhibited

toggling/backstepping behavior that is thought to be related to
the polymerase’s proofreading function. This behavior and the
stochastic level durations complicate level extraction. Optimized
DNA translation control will be necessary for the industrial

application of our method. New or modified motor enzymes will
be the subject of future studies.
Because MspA demonstrated well-resolved signals for nucle-

otides that are differentiated by only a single methyl group, it is
expected that other modified bases such as 8-oxo-guanine (36),
thymine dimers, 5-carboxylcytosine, and 5-formylcytosine (37, 38)
will have equally well-resolved current signatures. MspA has al-
ready proved to be extremely sensitive to abasic residues, one of
the most common DNA lesions (32).
This methylation detection method does not require de novo

sequencing with the nanopore to detect methylation. Given a
previously measured reference current sequence for unme-
thylated DNA and known context-dependent methylation pat-
terns as in Fig. 4, one can then take a single read of a methylated
DNA molecule and detect methylation with confidence for most
sequence contexts. To map methylation in genomic DNA, we
propose comparison of native DNA with DNA generated by
PCR amplification. Because PCR does not copy methylation,
nanopore reads of amplified copies would serve as the unme-
thylated reference. Genomic DNA would then be extracted, given
adapters to enable polymerase control, and then be presented to
the pore. Individual reads of methylated DNA could then be
aligned to the current level reference using a Smith–Waterman
alignment algorithm (32). Once aligned, current level compar-
isons could be made and methylations detected. The unmethy-
lated current reference would only need to be made once and
could be reused as a reference detection in other genomic sam-
ples. Because of the low copy number of DNA obtainable from
mammalian samples, efficient transport of the DNA to the
nanopore remains a technical challenge before clinical applica-
tion of the technique. Industrial implementation will include
miniaturization and parallelization of the experimental setup as
well as optimization of operating conditions or engineering of
even more sensitive pores.
All of the intrinsic advantages of nanopore sequencing, such as

long read lengths, speed, and minimal sample preparation, are
transferable to MspA-based methylation mapping. The conceptual

Fig. 6. Multiple adjacent mCs and hCs. Current differences (Imodified − Iunmodified) for four DNA strands containing different methylation patterns. Although
CpGs rarely occur in such high density, it is possible to discern multiple adjacent mCpGs and hCpGs. (A) Data from a strand containing one mC (indicated in red)
and one hC (indicated in blue) demonstrates that one can simultaneously detect mC and hC. (B) A strand with identical sequence to that shown in A but
containing four mCs (red) as well as two hCs (blue). Individual mCs and hCs can be resolved. (C) Adjacent mCpG sites result in wide and large current difference
profiles. The current difference profiles for individual mCs seemingly superimpose. The current increase in the middle of the trace is due to only one mCpG and
compares well with a mCpG embedded in the same sequence context shown in Fig. 4B above. (D) Current differences for a strand with identical sequence to
that in C but with two mCs (red) replaced by two hCs (blue). Here, the effects of mC and hC counteract one another. As in C, the result is approximately
a superposition of the signals shown in Fig. 4 (SI Appendix, Figs. S9 and S10 show data from which these plots are derived).
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and practical simplicity, as well as the high sensitivity and robust
data interpretation, favor conversion of this concept into an in-
dustrial platform. It is anticipated that fast and confident meth-
ylation detection will accelerate research and ultimately improve
health care.

Materials and Methods

Our experimental setup was as previously described (32). Briefly, we used
phi29 DNAP as a molecular motor to control the motion of DNA through
a single MspA pore established in an unsupported phospholipid bilayer. Our
buffer was 300 mM KCl, 10 mM Hepes buffered at pH 8.00 ± 0.05. Currents
were recorded on an Axopatch 200B amplifier with custom Labview soft-
ware (National Instruments) at a voltage bias of 180 mV.

Before each experiment, the DNA template, primer, and blocking oligo-
mer were mixed together in a 1:1:1.2 ratio to a final concentration of 50 μM.
DNA was then annealed by heating to 95 °C for 5 min, cooling to 60 °C for
2 min, and then cooling to 4 °C. Experimental concentrations were ∼500 nM
for DNA, ∼500 nM for phi29 DNAP, ∼500 μM for dNTPs, ∼10 mM for MgCl2,
and ∼1 mM for DTT.

During strand sequencing (32, 35), the DNA is passed through the pore
twice, once in the 5′-to-3′ direction (unzipping mode) and once in the 3′-to-
5′ direction (synthesis mode). In this report, we used data from the synthesis
mode of phi29 DNAP motion. [See Cherf et al. (35) and Manrao et al. (32) for
further details.] All strands included the sequence 5′-PAAAAAAACCTTCCX-3′

at the 5′ end of the strand (where P is a phosphorylated 5′ end and X is an
abasic residue). This sequence creates a reproducible current motif that
signals the end of the read. We use this region to calibrate currents to
control for small changes in buffer conductivity due to evaporation or
temperature variation. The sequence of interest followed this calibration
sequence. We designed the DNA to contain a variety of nucleotides adjacent
to the CpGs. Each strand had at least three CpGs embedded in a random
sequence, sufficiently spaced so that their current signatures did not over-
lap. In each strand, three of these CpGs were uniformly either unmethylated,

methylated, or hydroxymethylated. We examined eight different DNA
sequences (PAN Laboratories, Stanford University, Stanford, CA) contain-
ing various methylation patterns (see SI Appendix, Table S1, for sequences
used). Some experiments were performed with a mixture of methylated,
hydroxymethylated, and unmethylated DNA. Without calibration, these
strands could still be sorted by methylation-specific currents (SI Appendix).

Data analysis is described in greater detail in SI Appendix. Events were
determined using a thresholding method on current data. A feedforward
neural network removed events that did not correspond with phi29 poly-
merase activity. Once appropriate events were determined, raw current
levels were discerned using a custom-written graphical user interface. Cur-
rent level transition boundaries were selected, and the median current levels
were extracted in the time order that they occurred for each event. The
phi29 DNAP occasionally exhibited backstepping, causing repeated levels
that were removed. Consensus current level sequences were found for each
sequence type, and event levels associated with that sequence were auto-
matically aligned using a Needleman–Wunsch algorithm. For experiments
with DNA mixtures, a quality score from the Needleman–Wunsch algorithm
was used to distinguish DNA with different types of methylation. Once
aligned, levels from methylated and unmethylated DNA were examined
with a Bayesian probability measure to classify mCpG, hCpG, and CpG sites.
The algorithm used current level differences for three consecutive levels,
centered on the level associated with XYCpG.
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